Owl Class Year 1 home learning pack Tuesday 12th
January
Please see page 2 onwards for resources to support this learning.
You do not need to print the sheets, you can use any pieces of
paper to complete the work—the attached are for guidance.

Phonics/
handwriting

English

Watch phonics lesson Start by making a list of all the reasons that someone might
36 looking at the /ir/ be afraid of the dark—try to give reasons—for example:
sound.
It can be scary because you can’t see where the light switch
On Phonics Play read is.
the /ir/ sentences.
Listen to Mrs Turk read the poem ‘The Dark’ by James
After logging on (u/n: Carter. Then listen to the page from the story ‘The Dark’ by
jan21 p/w: home)
Lemony Snicket.
Select ‘Phaser 5’ then
Look at the copies of the texts on pages 2 and 3 and find any
scroll down to
words and phrases that tell us about the dark and which tell
‘Sentences Phase 5a’ us that the dark is ok; telling us not to be afraid of the dark.
Click ‘start’ and select What are the reasons that we should not be afraid of the
dark?
‘ir bird’.

We have practiced in class having a debate where one side
agrees and one disagrees. Decide with a grown-up in your
house who is going to argue that the dark is scary and who is
going to argue that it is not. Take it in turns to put your ideas
Handwriting
across.
See page 5 for today’s Look at page 4 for the sentence stems we have been working
on for agreeing and disagreeing.
handwriting.

Email
Please email all questions and finished work
(scans or photographs) to this address:

owlhomework@corvuseducation.com

Maths

Topic

Today we are going to learn to use the maths boards that
are in your home learning packs.

Today we are starting our computing
topic. We are going to start by thinking
about how things are powered.

Work through the slides which will teach you how to use
them. Each day I will include a side of the board and a
number for you to have a go at.

Have a look at the pictures on page 6.
How are they powered?
What makes them work?
Lots of these items rely on some form
of electricity—the electricity is made in
lots of different ways. How many are
electrical in some way?
Watch this video to see how an electric
car works (and how wind is made too!).
Extra challenge: How many items in
your house work because they are
powered by…?
1.
Electricity
2.
Humans (turning/pushing them)
3.
Wind up mechanisms
Which do you have most of?

Deep in cupboards, pockets too
It’s always lurking out of view
Why won’t it come out till it's night?
Perhaps the dark’s afraid of light

The dark is cosy, still and calm
And never does you any harm
In the loft, below the sink
It’s somewhere nice and quiet to think

It cannot help but be around
When beastly things make beastly sounds
When back doors slam and windows creek
When cats have fights and voices shreek

And though it might not let you see
It lets you have some privacy
And gives you time to go to sleep
Provides a place to hide or weep

Why are we so afraid of the dark?
It doesn’t bite and doesn’t bark
Or chase old ladies round the park
Or steal your sweeties for a lark

The Dark by James Carter

I agree with……
because….

I think that….
because

I disagree with……
because….

Do you agree
or disagree?

I like it that…
because

I don’t think…
because

I think...is wrong
because...

Monday 11th January 2021
Can I say how different objects are
powered?

What makes these things move or work?

